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Abstract
Analytic functors, or combinatorial species, were introduced by Joyal in 80’s to provide a categor-
ical foundation to enumerative combinatorics. Incidentally we found that analytic functors can be
used as foundations of several subjects in theoretical computer science.
A famous theorem by Kruskal of well-quasi-ordering ﬁnite trees was employed by Dershowitz in
term rewriting systems to develop the theory of termination orderings. We show that a class of well-
quasi-orderings including Kruskal’s and other well-known examples is generated by considering
analytic functors. So we have a simple uniform method to form classes of well-quasi-orderings and
well-orderings.
Second we consider the theory of lambda calculi. Girard gave semantics of several systems
of lambda calculi by introducing normal functors, which are, as seen by a minute of thinking,
special cases of analytic functors. So the machinery of enumerative combinatorics behind analytic
functors are useful to show some properties of the normal functor model.
Furthermore we focus on the ﬁxpoint operators, which are often used to interpret recursion in
computer science. The Lagrange-Good inversion formula, known in analysis and enumerative com-
binatorics, gives an expression for computing ﬁxpoints of certain recursive deﬁnitions on formal
power series. We give a new computer theoretical proof of the formula, considering the interpre-
tation of the ﬁxpoint operator in the normal functor model. In the proof, we employ the recent
ﬁnding by Hasegawa relating ﬁxpoint operators with categorical traces of Joyal, Street and Verity.
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